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Experience the joy of music-making in
a bespoke group setting

Looking for a novel experience to share with
your friends? 
Visiting Berlin and looking for a unique way to
experience techno culture? 
Wanting to gift an inspiring and enriching
experience for a music-obsessed loved one? 

Book a bespoke music-making workshop, where
you and a small group of friends will make your
very own tracks, no prior music-making
experience required. 

With a free trial of the popular Ableton Live
software and a set of provided audio samples,
you and your friends will make your very own
tracks while being given expert technical and
creative support and guidance. After a short
break, you will then share the music you’ve made
with your friends in a non-critical and celebratory
listening session, and be delighted at the results.

Designed for beginners all the way through to
experts, this workshop is an empowering and
exciting experience for anyone with a curiosity
about how music makes its way from an idea all
the way to the dancefloor. 



Contact

ivyteresa.com

hallo@ivyteresa.com

+49 176 290 45408

What You Need
Windows or Mac laptop for each
participant with free Ableton Live trial
version downloaded and installed

Wired headphones for all participants
(not bluetooth)

Workshop Details
Participants:  4 - 7 Participants
Duration:  3 - 4 Hours (including a
short break)
Prior experience: None
Price:   600 €
A workshop location can be provided
upon request at an extra charge.

A unique and hands-on music-making
experience designed for all experience
levels

A new and creative way to connect
with your friends or colleagues

A positive and supported creative
environment to experiment with
something new

Insight into the production techniques
of some of your favourite artists

New understanding of the basics of
music-making

A unique experience deeply connected
to Berlin’s culture as a music and night-
life capital

What You Get


